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Hi. I’m a parent just like you.


Today, we’ll explore how parents can master cybersecurity in ten steps.


These lessons are drawn from my experience and are based on what I do with my family.


Now, what’s the worst, most likely, really bad thing that can happen to your family due to Internet use?



1. Understand what’s at risk…

Being hacked at home may mean just losing a some money or recreating a few files…


Or something bigger…



…or it could be major 

You could spent hundreds of hours fixing your credit record…


Or hundreds of dollars in ransom for your family photos…


But the most likely really bad thing that can happen is teenager Internet porn addiction…



My wife and I have six children


My family has been significantly affected by unrestricted Internet access


One of my kids became addicted to pornography


No matter what your opinion is about porn, the data (and my personal experience) tells us it’s bad for kids



Today, 9 out of 10 boys and 6 out of 10 girls are exposed to porn before age of 18


First exposure for boys is 12 years old, on average


Porn messes with teenager because it triggers floods of dopamine in the brain and the underdeveloped prefrontal 
cortex means greatly reduced self-control compared to adult



If you want to know more, start with this site


http://fightthenewdrug.org


They also have a recovery program


http://www.fortifyprogram.org/



2. Focus on More Than technology 

Attacks via social engineering are on the rise; phishing & phone calls (e.g., BECU)


Some people are tricked into being “money mules” via work at home scams


Be suspicious whenever anyone asks you to do something online with money!



3. Cybersecurity is a journey

Cybersecurity is not a few quick fixes on your computer


It’s a way of doing things; with some tools to help


Changing or developing new habits can be hard


Make one change at a time



Although sometimes it  
looks like this!



4. Take this tremendous opportunity to 
build trust with your kids

Use these threats as a reason to enhance (or build) trust with your kids



5. Teach Personal Cyber Hygiene 

The germ theory of disease makes is a good analogy for cybersecurity


Teach them in age appropriate ways (e.g., limit Internet time)


Then set and enforce healthy boundaries (e.g., as you would have them stay away from lead paint)


The rest of this presentation will focus on practical steps



6. Be the Example

Kids will naturally do what you do.


New research by Google. 


Expert = 5+ years in computer security


Antivirus software is needed but not enough; do use Microsoft Security Essentials



Install software updates by making them automatic


Or, install them every Sunday, whatever works for you



Practice careful password management: Long, complex, and unique to each site


Use a password manager


I use 1Password and also recommend LastPass



Here’s 1Password’s strong password generator



Use two-factor authentication at important web sites


Google Authenticator is a smartphone app that works with many sites


Here’s the Icon and a list of one time codes


Or, you might use a PIN via SMS


See: https://twofactorauth.org/
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Give non-sense answers to these questions


Put the Q&A in your password manager for later retrieval



Use dedicated computer for banking


No email, no general web browsing on that computer


A virtual computer is a cost-effective way to do this



Backup Local data to an external hard drive


Here’s “Time Machine” for Mac


It does regular backups without your help!




Turn on “File History” for Windows 8 and 10 


Or, buy an external hard drive with built-in backup



Off site data backup: Crash Plan


Works continuously in background


You control the encryption!



7. Avoid 
malicious Code

Any ever had your files held for ransom?


If so, you know the sting…


Making multiple backups of your data will inoculate you against ransomware


FBI says “Just pay the ransom.”



Only use admin account when needed: Set up, install software, or attach a new device


Vast majority of malware assumes you are admin


It won’t work if you’re not!



Ad blockers are necessary because ad networks plus Flash can deliver malicious code even if you do nothing more 
than just visit the site


Forbes.com was doing this for a week in early 2015


Keep Flash up to date or disable it.



The Chrome web browser will auto update Flash for you


Other browsers require more ongoing effort from you


Only download directly from Adobe!



8. Make it 
difficult to use 
the Internet in 

secret

Secrecy is a breeding ground for bad behavior online and offline


Addictions


Hidden and unhealthy relationships


Worse!



Computers are only in open spaces of our home, in a high traffic zone


TVs as well



Protects every device in your home through your WiFi router 


Choose “Family Shield” for easy set up 


Choose “Open DNS Home” if you want to customize the content blockers


Note: Won’t work for smartphones if WiFi is shut off, so configure DNS on each



You don’t have to customize the filters, but you can 


And you can approve exceptions



Here’s what a blocked request report looks like


Not everything here is from a person clicking a link


You need to look at these reports and discuss with your family



9. Set & Enforce boundaries

Set and enforce boundaries in all areas, especially with mobile devices


Collect kids mobile devices at bedtime and keep them with you until morning


Know the unlock code for their mobile devices


Inspect at random times



10. Get Lessons On Social Media

This is where a trusted relationship with your teen makes a difference


Ask them to teach you how they use the various apps


Know which services they use and the major conversations they are having online


Set time limits and ground rules for behavior and enforce them as you would in an offline context


Teach them the difference between healthy and unhealthy relationships
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Thank you!


